
ORGANISATION FOR ALL
BAKING FANS

Cakes, pastries, biscuits and bread – there is no end
to what you can bake! For many people, it is their
passion. And it is not just the amateur bakers who
often accumulate all sorts of baking accessories
over the years. Clever solutions help to create
organisation.
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Organisation for all baking fans

https://www.blum-inspirations.com/en/


Baking ingredients always immediately to
hand

Keen bakers like to keep the
necessary ingredients in the
kitchen. A well-thought-out
cabinet with space for cake
mix, cake decorations and
custard powder offers storage
space and helps to provide a
good overview. Flexible inner
dividing systems such as
AMBIA-LINE and ORGA-LINE
ensure that even the contents
of open packs will not spill.
The ideal position for this kind
of cabinet is close to the
worktop and oven.

Upright storage of cake tins and baking
trays

Be it a muffin tray or a
kugelhopf tin, bakeware is
often bulky. To nevertheless
ensure a good overview and
optimal access, it is a good
idea to store these items
upright in a high fronted pull-
out. This means that the tray
you need is always to hand.



Find baking accessories quickly

Inner drawers can be planned
behind high fronts. Rolling
pins, baking foil and much
more all find a home here and
are within easy reach when
needed.

Narrow cabinet for baking fans

Even small kitchen spaces can
have a cabinet solely for
baking accessories. The SPACE
TWIN cabinet solution
transforms even the
narrowest gap into valuable
storage space. Baking trays
and cake tins are stored at the
bottom and there is space at
the top for practical storage of
smaller items such as pastry
brushes and cookie cutters.

All advantages at a glance

Baking utensils and accessories
are all kept together

Easy access to baking trays and
cake tins

Tidy and organised interiors
with AMBIA-LINE and ORGA-
LINE inner dividing systems

Additional inner drawer for
small baking utensils

Narrow cabinet for small
kitchens

Ideal position close to worktop
and oven
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About us

Blum is an Austrian manufacturer of innovative furniture
fittings.

Find out more

STORAGE SPACE

Sufficient space in
the kitchen

DESIGN

Design meets
functionality

ERGONOMICS

"I can only
recommend Blum"

ERGONOMICS

Making your
kitchen ergonomic
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